Based on the studies of the emotional feature, a new method based on the emotional feature analysis for emotion recognition in speech signal characteristics is proposed. Collected from 10 speakers with joy, anger, surprise and sad emotion statement, a total of 3000 sentences, 10 emotion characteristics extracted from these speech data. According to the experiments in speech emotion corpus using different classifiers, the proposed method can both achieve relatively better performance than the state-of-the-art dimensionality reduction methods and 92.5% of the average emotional recognition rate is obtained. The future work will be focused on searching for more effective emotional characteristic parameter and recognition method.
Introduction
Speech signal processing is always a hot topic in the world [1] [2] [3] . Speech not only contains the text symbol information, but also contains the information such as people's feelings and emotions [4] . Therefore, emotion characteristics of artificial processing and recognition of speech signal is of great significance [5] . Although, the research of emotional feature speech recognition from signal is a hot subject in recent years, some effective identification methods have been proposed. Huang Chengwei, etc. study the cross-database speech emotion recognition based on online learning. Experimental results show that by introducing the online learning module speech emotion recognition system can be better adapted to new data [6] . Jin yun, etc. proposed a two-layer Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) scheme for speaker-independent speech emotion recognition. Results prove the effectiveness of the feature selection method [7] . XU Xinzhou proposed an algorithm based on graph learning and graph embedding framework, Speaker-Penalty Graph Learning (SPGL) to solve the problems caused by different speakers. The proposed method with linear and kernelized mapping forms can both achieve relatively better performance than the state-of-the-art dimensionality reduction methods [8] .
Researches of the emotion feature analysis and recognition in speech signals is proposed in this paper. Aimed at containing joy, anger, surprise and sadness four kinds of emotion speech signals, characteristics of time structure, amplitude structure, pitch frequency and resonance peak structure is analyzed. Based on the analysis above, 10 characteristic parameters for emotion recognition are extracted. We put forward a new emotion feature recognition method based on principal element analysis. With 10 emotion characteristics extracted, for 1000 sentences collected from 10 speakers of emotional statements, 92.5% of the average emotion recognition rate has been got.
The Selection of Speech Data for Emotion Analysis
In this paper, the selection of language sentence for experiment analysis mainly comes
Selection and Extraction of Emotional Characteristics
In general, emotional features of speech are expressed by voice rhythm changes [11] . For example, when a person is angry, the rate of speech is more quickly and the volume will be large, while higher tones will be got. In addition, the emotion information in speech signals might be influenced by statements vocabulary contents [12] . So that, in order to make the results of the analysis eliminate the impact, generally, through the analysis of relative relationship between emotional speeches and calm voices without emotion, the relative characteristics of the structure, characteristics and distribution rule are find out for processing and recognition of different emotional speech signals [13] . 16 bit A/D conversion of input signals are implemented according to the 12 KHZ, and then the sampling signals are added with windows of 23.22 ms (256 points) and Hamming with 10 ms moving windows. For in order to take use of emotion information in voice signals as much as possible, 10 emotion characteristics are selected as parameters for emotion recognition as follow: pronunciation duration, average pitch frequency, maximum pitch frequency, average rate of pitch frequency change, average amplitude energy, amplitude energy dynamic range, average frequency of resonance peak, average rate of resonance peak frequency change, the average value of resonance peak value point average slope in the regression straight line and average resonance peak value [14] .
Durations of Statements Pronunciation
Durations from start to finish of each emotion statement are calculated. These times include other silent parts, which are contributed to emotion. In recognition durations and corresponding calm duration ratios of emotion statements are considered as recognition feature parameters.
Pitch Frequency
Using the Cepstrum method pitch frequency is calculated by frame, while the pitch frequency curve of median filtering and linear smoothing conduct are carried out [15] . The trajectory curve maximum of pitch frequency from emotion signal, the curve of average pitch frequency and average rate of changes are extracted. Moreover, the average rates of change from pitch frequency are difference average absolute value of the point to each frame from speech signal pitch frequencies. In recognition, the emotional statements of pitch frequency, maximum and average corresponding calm statements of pitch frequency, the maximum value of the average difference; emotion statements of pitch frequency change rate and the ratios between the corresponding calm statements for identification with the variation of the pitch frequency are considered as characteristic parameters.
Amplitude
In this paper, the amplitude of the average energy and dynamic range characteristics are analyzed and compared [16] . In order to avoid the influence of the silent and noise in pronunciation, we only consider the average of the absolute value exceeds a certain threshold from the amplitude short-term energy. Recognition when the amplitude of the emotion statement average energy, dynamic range, corresponding calm statement amplitude of the average energy and difference of dynamic range are considered as characteristic parameters for recognition.
Formant
Formant is an important parameter of channel characteristics. We use the linear prediction method (LPC) and 14 order prediction coefficients, then frequency response curve of sound channel is used to estimate predict coefficients. With Peak Picking method is introduced to calculate the formant frequency. This paper analyzes the first resonance peak frequency, the first resonance peak frequency of the average change rate, the first four formant value points with average slope of the regression straight line and former 4 average values of formants. Emotional statements 1 of each frame before the average frequency of the formant, four formant value points before the average slope of the regression straight line and average value of four formant and corresponding calm statement are the difference between these parameters and the first formant frequency change rate and the ratio of the corresponding calm statements are selected as recognition using characteristic parameters.
Emotion Recognition Experiments and the Results
Nine meaning characteristic parameters variables are extracted from speech signal the nine. For there is a correlation between these variables, it is hoped to eliminate the correlation between the variables by an orthogonal transformation. After the orthogonal transformation covariance between the new variable is equal to 0, analysis of data is simplified. On the other hand, we have nine parameters extracted from speech signal with different angles which contain the emotional information from the speech signals. For designing a comprehensive index, it generally means emotional information contained in the speech signals. Principal component analysis is a kind of statistical method which is more than the original index into one of the few independent comprehensive indexes. It is shown in Figure 1 . 
Figure 1. Transformation Diagram in Principal Component Analysis
Here, In order to eliminate the difficulties of sample point coordinates caused by different units and make the requirements of mathematical expectation is zero. Before calculation, the original data should be standardized, as shown in type 4. p is dimension of the sample in the type above, n is unit number of sample,
x represents the average of the sample. Load factor has the following two properties
In practical use, we will start from the standardized data matrix, its sample variance matrix is equal to the original data correlation matrix R  , so here is
Because diagonal components of the correlation matrix q main are 1, accordingly
Contribution rate formula and factor load formula transform as, respectively As shown in Table 1 , the cumulative contribution rate of the first five principal components is 82.4%. If the other principal components are rejected, the loss of information is only 17.6%. Therefore, we decided to choose the first five principal components. 
Recognition Method
Using the Gaussian mixture model (Figure 2 ) for recognition (input vectors have been implemented the principal component analysis). Mixed Gaussian distribution model is a single-state model, which holds multiple Gaussian distribution function. As an example, to a feature vector, set its cumulative probability can be made of the following (11) shown where the 3 mixed Gaussian distribution model is obtained.
is a Gaussian distribution function and 
to the yard. So every yard vector and the corresponding variance compose a Gaussian distribution function [18] . In this paper, the covariance matrix of Gaussian distribution function is as shown in the following (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . In recognition, to the speech emotion characteristics of one main component y  , using (4-10) and getting the probability to other values. Then the greatest probability of the emotional category is the recognition result. In practical application, through step by step classification method, the coordinate's points of the sample points on the principal coordinates are classified into s class. Then, classification is modified in accordance with some optimal principle, until the classification is reasonable. In our experiment, the minimum distance method is proposed. . In order to speed up the calculation and obtain a reasonable classification, the selection of the condensation points is according to the 'minimum maximum principle':
Firstly the most remote two sample points 
Recognition Results
Using the emotion recognition method (method1), 1000 test emotion statements are conducted into emotion recognition experiments. The results are shown in Table 3 . In order to compare, results of classification recognition according to the Mahalnobis distance scale (method 2) are also listed in the Table 3 . 
Conclusions
This paper is present from four aspects such as time structure of emotion sentences etc. Emotion speech signals with joy, anger, surprise and sad 4 kinds of emotions are analyzed and compared, for finding out the distribution regularities in characteristic of different emotional signals. Then the recognition method of speech emotion category based on the main element analysis method is proposed. Through the recognition experiment on 1000 emotion sentences, which results show that using this recognition method can obtain basically close to the normal performance of human recognition effect. The future work will be focused on searching for more effective emotional characteristic parameter and recognition method. Moreover, further analysis and recognition experiments in broader scope will be proposed.
